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BMW Motorrad is pleased to announce two new models to enhance the
family of the F series, the new BMW F 800 GS and BMW F 650 GS.

It was over 14 years ago that the concept of a touring Enduro / Funduro
was established when the F 650 was unveiled. In order to carry this
success further, BMW Motorrad introduces the F 650 GS and F 800 GS
for the start of the 2008 season. Two lightweight, dependable and
technically sophisticated models that display an outstanding balance 
of on-road capabilities and off-road suitability.

Just like its predecessors, the now twin-cylinder F 650 GS is the ideal
entry level motorcycle to the GS family. Ease of manoeuvrability, a low seat
height and sufficient power combined with outstanding cost efficiency 
and suitability for everyday use make it an agile all-rounder that is great fun
to ride in any situation.

With the F 800 GS, BMW Motorrad introduces a lightweight, sporty
Enduro twin with good off-road properties and an impressive suitability for
long trips. At standstill, its rugged aura provides an indication of what 
this bike is capable of when the roads end. A lightweight yet fully-fledged
touring Enduro that will invigorate the motorcycle market.

Our Enduro product offensive goes on – see for yourself. 
Get astride and enjoy the GS experience!

Experience our fabulous new GS models and the “Technical Features in
Detail” on the pages to follow.

4 F 800 GS / F 650 GS

Introduction   



5BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The BMW
F 800 GS

exudes the typical
qualities of a touring

Enduro but is equally convincing due to its
superb off-road versatility. The modified
parallel twin boasts an impressive 85 bhp
output and state-of-the-art technologies,
which offer an unparalleled combination of
on-road and touring suitability. The superior
Enduro properties are realised by plenty of
ground clearance, considerable suspension
travel and fine-tuned ergonomic features.
These qualities also contribute to the long-
distance capabilities of this motorcycle. The
utilisation of a rugged tubular spaceframe
made of steel and a suspension travel of 
230 mm (9") via a torsionally rigid upside
down front fork are a clear indicator of this
model’s pedigree. The frame concept is
rounded off by an innovative aluminium dual-
lever swingarm; damping and suspension
are handled by a travel-dependent WAD
strut. The electronic systems of this model
rely on proven CAN bus technology. Digital

engine management ensures compliance 
to the latest exhaust emission standards,
while the electronic immobiliser provides an
adequate level of protection and security.

The water-cooled four-stroke twin with its
unique balance system was modified in
certain areas, namely the torque output and
the mounting position of the powerplant.
The dry weight of the F 800 GS, ready for
operation according to DIN is 207 kgs 
(555 lbs GB). Due to a higher horsepower
output in comparison with its “little sister”,
the front end sports dual disc brakes. The
wheels of the F 800 GS are wire spokes with
aluminium rims and a diameter of 21 inches
for the front and 17 inches for the rear. 
The Enduro is available in the colours dark
magnesium metallic and solid sunset yellow.

A comprehensive range of options, such 
as switchable ABS, a comprehensive and
ingenious luggage system and high wind-
shield round off this thoughtfully conceived
Enduro package.

Brief Description
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Brief Description

The BMW F 650 GS is the perfect entry
model to the world of BMW Motorrad. This
lighter GS model is near-technically identical
to the F 800 GS but sports a fairing that
features a more predominantly on-road look.
Propelled by the impressive BMW parallel
twin cylinder engine, this sleek and light-
weight “Funduro” is a genuine handling
wonder. A reduced output of 71 bhp is
achieved via revised control of the valve
timing and engine management system.
Newcomers and those returning to motor-
cycling have the option of ordering the bike
with a power reduction to 34 bhp or may
have the bike converted by the dealer.
Seat height options of 820 mm (32.3") and
790 mm (31.1") are achieved by seats of
different thicknesses and a lowering kit 
(765 mm / 30.1").
The F 650 GS is equipped with a conven-
tional telescopic fork which supports rubber-

mounted
handlebars.
The 19" front
and 17" rear wheels feature cast aluminium
rims, sport single disc brakes. In comparison
with its “big sister”, the suspension travel
was reduced and a gas suspension strut
with adjustable compression and rebound 
is used for the rear suspension. The dry
weight, ready for operation and according 
to DIN is 199 kgs (451 lbs GB). This Enduro
model is available in three different colours:
azure blue metallic, solid flaming red or 
iceberg silver metallic. The typical BMW
range of options and accessories will be
listed separately later on.
The BMW F 650 GS is an outstanding
motorcycle with convincing qualities offered
at a fair price.



7ENGINE

The BMW F 800 series engine, which fea-
tures a unique balance system, has been
used for the new model range. The crankcase
of this proven twin is horizontally split, manu-
factured of diecast aluminium and is now
finished in black. The Enduro specification
requirements, together with the revised frame
concept dictated a change of the engine’s
mounting position and thus a redesign of the
lower crankcase section. The powerplant is
now mounted in an upright position with the
cylinder bank inclined forward by 8.3°. This
results in a favourable increase in ground
clearance, to allow greater flexibility for off-
road riding. The mounting position of the
engine is 15° steeper than is the case for 
the F 800 S / ST.

The lower part of the engine is protected by 
a sump guard (standard for the F 800 GS, 
available as an accessory for the F 650 GS),
which is attached to a lower profile oil
sump via isolated mounting positions.
The oil sump is bolted to the lower half
of the crankcase via a rubberised steel
gasket with integrated baffle plate.

The clutch cover was also modified, resulting
in subtle changes to the oil filler point, 
clutch release shaft and dipstick positions.
The water pump housing is made of
diecast aluminium and modified
regarding the venting and position
of the water inlet and outlet flanges.
The position of the heat exchanger
was shifted and it is now bolted
directly to the lower crankcase 
without an adapter flange.

The original cooling system has
been retained without significant
modification. For the BMW 
F 800 GS, however, the safety 

margin was increased by installing a wider
radiator. Higher temperatures will inevitably
result from trail rides of long distance at low
speeds. The upper crankcase half and parts
of the crankgear were adopted from the 
F 800 S / ST without any modifications except
for the colour. The intake- and exhaust cam-
shafts were reprofiled based on the different
performance requirements. The weight of 
the modified engine is 1 kg (2.2 lbs GB) lower.

Concept

Engine
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When assessing the valve timing and lift 
of an engine, conclusions regarding its
performance characteristics may be gener-
alised. The target of the development team

was to optimise low-end torque. The chart
shows the different values for the twin as
used in the various models.

With the F 650 GS, a horsepower reduction
to 25 kW (34 bhp) is available as an option.
This reduction is achieved via installation of
a reduced throttle linkage opening cam.

Reprogramming of the engine control unit 
is no longer necessary. The vehicle order
however, must be changed with the BMW
diagnostic tester.

Valve timing: F 800 GS F 650 GS F 800 S
63 kW / 85 bhp 52 kW / 71 bhp 63 kW / 85 bhp

Intake opens 14° after TDC 28° after TDC 5° after TDC
Intake closes 18° after BDC 4° after BDC 25° after BDC
Exhaust opens 18° before BDC 4° before BDC 25° before BDC
Exhaust closes 14° before TDC 28° before TDC 5° before TDC

Engine

F 800 GS / F 650 GS

For the BMW F 800 GS the powerplant
outputs 63 kW (85 bhp) at 7,500 rpm and
requires 95 octane premium fuel. The 
BMW F 650 GS provides an impressive 
52 kW (71 bhp) at an engine speed of 
7,000 rpm and takes 91 octane regular fuel.
The differences in horsepower output result

from a modified valve timing in combination
with a different software version for the
engine management unit BMS-KP. The
stroke of 75,6 mm (2.98") and a bore of 
82 mm (3.23") provide a displacement of
798 cc for both models.

Performance Data
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Homologation test F 800 GS / F 650 GS
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The 6-speed constant-mesh gearbox
features two transmission shafts supported
in deep-groove ball bearings and integrated
into the horizontally split crankcase. The
primary and gear ratios are identical with
those of the F 800 S, only the transmission

ratio for the final drive was altered to suit the
different requirements of the two Enduros.

Transmission ratio final drive
F 800 GS F 650 GS
16 / 42 = 1 : 2.625 17 / 41 = 1 : 2.412

Gearbox Spacing



Fuel injection and ignition timing are con-
trolled by the highly sophisticated engine
management system, BMS-KP. The system
features two throttle valves of 46 mm (1.8"),
which ensure optimal power development
and smooth running of the two-cylinder
powerplant. The closed-loop control func-
tions of this dependable state-of-the-art

fully electronic system

ensure that current and future exhaust 
emission standards may be achieved. 
The sensors and actuators responsible for
the operation of the engine are monitored
by the engine control unit. If the system

detects discrepancies, such as e.g. the
failure of an oxygen sensor, the rider will 
be informed about this via a warning in 
the instrument cluster. 

For the BMW 
F 800 GS, two

different software
mappings may be

programmed into
the BMS-KP; one for 

95 RON (premium fuel) and
one for 91 RON (regular fuel).

This will be available at the dealership
via CIP programming of the BMS-KP

control unit. The BMW F 650 GS is 
designed for 91 RON fuel. The “800 cc”
variant is equipped with a secondary air
injection system (SLS), which the “650 cc”
variant does not feature.

10

Engine Management

The air required for the mixture preparation
reaches the airbox via two intake snorkels
accommodated in the front end of the
vehicle. The snorkels and intake plenum are
situated at the top of the vehicle and are
therefore ideally positioned for off-road use.
The new housing is an integrative unit and
designed specifically for the torque orienta-
tion of the powerplant. The blowby
gases of the crankcase ventilation
system are also routed to the clean
air plenum. Condensation fluids
are returned to the engine at 
this point. The intake system 
is isolated against vibrations

and connected air-tight to the throttle body
via two intake tubes. The air filter housing
accommodates the idle stepper (bottom
right) and the intake air temperature sensor
(top centre). In the case of the F 800 GS, the
secondary air injection valve is also housed
within this unit.

Airbox

Engine

F 800 GS / F 650 GS
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The exhaust system was not only developed
with function, design, sound, and emission
values in mind, it’s also an essential com-
ponent for the performance tuning of the
engine. A system that becomes increasingly
important in view of the developing environ-
mental restrictions. The basic prerequisite 
is to get the engine gases to the rear of the
vehicle without the exhaust getting in the
way of rider or passenger. Fast warming of
the catalytic converter results from its clever
positioning together with the right choice 
of materials – these are just some of the
requirements which need to be taken into
account at the design stage. The individual
components of the exhaust system are:

Two single-walled headers with flanges 
and pressure rings are bolted to the cylinder
head via studs and sealed using a dual 
layer sheet metal gasket. The gas flow at 
the position where the two downtubes
merge has been carefully optimised. The
oxygen sensor is also located in this area.
The catalytic converter – contrary to the 
F 800 S / ST – is located beneath the engine
in a specific catalytic converter tray. This

helps to shift the centre of gravity to a more
favourable position near the bike’s overall
centre of gravity. The exhaust gas is routed
to the catalytic converter via a shell-shaped
inlet section that ensures an optimal flow
through the converter. 
The connection of the headers to the
silencer is via a spring-loaded slip joint. 
The silencer is designed as a twin chamber
silencer, which combines absorption and
reflection principle and is upswept on the
left side of the motorcycle. The volume of
the silencer is 7.2 litres and the total weight
of the corrosion-resistant stainless steel
exhaust system (headers, silencer and
mounting hardware) is approx. 8.8 kgs 
(23.6 lbs GB).

An Akrapovic sports silencer is available 
as an option. This slip-on silencer is made 
of titanium and carbon and may easily be
attached to the standard headers and
mounting positions using the standard
springs. The weight saving achieved with
this system amount to approx. 2.5 kgs 
(6.7 lbs GB).

Exhaust System
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Powertrain

The final drive system for both the new
models is via roller chain.
The gearbox sprocket features either 16 
or 17 teeth and is attached to the gearbox 
shaft with a hex-head bolt that is secured
with Loctite. The O-ring roller chain, with 
its dimension of 525 is appropriate for the
horsepower output. A sliding rail is mounted
in the area of the right side swingarm
mounts to provide adequate protection for
all situations. The sprocket carrier of the 
rear wheel features asymmetric silentblocks

and a sprocket with 42 teeth (F 800 GS) / 
41 teeth (F 650 GS) that transmits the
power to the rear wheel. A deep-groove ball
bearing provides precise guidance for the
sprocket carrier on the floating rear axle and
allows for relative movements between
wheel and sprocket on account of the rubber
mounts.

Final Drive



13ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Control UnitsThe control units are connected in parallel
via a CAN bus. The bus system consists of a
pair of wires that have been twisted together
and allows information to be exchanged be-
tween the various control units. The instru-
ment cluster may thus e.g. receive digital
data from the BMS-KP as the basis of infor-
mation for its display of engine speed. Both
Enduro models are capable of integrating up
to 5 control units, which all operate indepen-
dently of one another. The standard equip-

ment consists of the instrument cluster,
which keeps the rider informed about the
current operating status, the central vehicle
electrical system (ZFE), which is responsible
for functions such as lighting, fuel level dis-
play, etc., and the BMS-KP, which handles
the engine management tasks. An ABS
system that may be deactivated and a
vehicle theft alarm system VTA are option-
ally available. The LED tail light is a standard
feature.

Electrical System
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An alternator from the F 800 S / ST models
is used for the generation of electric power.
The alternator with a permanent magnet
rotor develops 400 Watt / 14 Volt and
together with the 12 V 14 Ah battery

supplies the energy required. The AGM
battery used is maintenance-free, prefilled
and installed in the vehicle during trans-
portation without being connected.

Alternator and Battery

The instrument cluster comprises speed-
ometer, tachometer and LCD display. As 
a control unit, the instrument cluster is 
integrated into the vehicle’s CAN bus
system. This is indispensable in order to
gather the data required for the display 
of information from the control units

connected, such as engine and ABS control
unit. The instrument cluster provides the
rider with clear information on the operating
status of the motorcycle. Speedometer and
tachometer are centrally located and an inte-
grated photocell controls the daytime/night-
time illumination of display and background.

Instrument cluster

Following the previous design concept and
differing from the BMW single F 650 GS,
these two new motorcycles also feature an
asymmetric front headlamp. Both BMW
models host two headlamps equipped with
H7 bulbs, each with a 55 Watt high / low
beam and a 5 Watt parking light. It’s not 
only the look, but also the exceptional illumi-
nation of the road ahead that supports 
this arrangement. Accessibility for bulb

replacement has been improved in compari-
son with previous versions.

Headlamp

Electrical System

Without trip computer With optional trip computer
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High beam, fuel tank reserve, oil pressure
and ABS are displayed on the left side via
warning and indicator lamps. The indicator
lamp for the VTA, which is also used for the
shift light, is located at the lower end of the
display. The shift light indicates to the rider
that it is time to upshift by outputting single
or multiple flashes just before the tacho-
meter redline is reached. A trip computer 
is additionally available as an option. Apart
from the standard display of mileage, time-
of-day, stop watch and tripmaster for the
LOW instrument cluster (without trip com-
puter), it provides expanded display features,
such as fuel level, gear engaged, coolant
temperature, average speed, momentary
and average fuel consumption, distance to
empty as well as, ambient temperature func-
tions. A pre-drive check will be performed
every time the ignition is switched on, during
which all warning lights and symbols will be
activated. The instrument cluster will per-

form a three phase check. During the first
phase, the needles of tachometer and
speedometer will be moved to their respec-
tive end of travel, while the warning and indi-
cator lamps will be activated in the following
order: high beam, left turn signals, warning
lights in general, neutral indicator, fuel re-
serve, right turn signals, and oil pressure. If
the motorcycle is equipped with the optional
ABS, an additional ABS warning lamp will
also be illuminated. During the second
phase, the warning lights will change from
yellow to red and during the third phase, the
speedometer and tachometer needles will
again be zeroed. The warning and indicator
lamps will, at the same time, be deactivated
in the reverse order of activation. If equipped
with ABS, the additional ABS indicator will
be extinguished whenever the motorcycle
has been set in motion and a speed of 
5 km/h (3 mph) is reached.

The date-related service
indicator will appear and
display the month and year of
service in an annual interval 
30 days prior to the date of the

required workshop visit. After the service
has been performed, the date for the next
upcoming annual service will be set, with the
actual service day input.

The distance-related service
indicator will appear whenever
the distance to the next service
due is less than 1,000 km 
(600 miles). If, however, the

date-related indicator is active at the same
time, the display of the distance-related

service indicator will be suppressed. The
distance-to-zero will be indicated on the
display in steps of 100 km (60 miles). After
the service has been performed, the due
date for the next upcoming distance-
related service will be set to 10,000 km
(6,000 miles).

There are two different types of service indi-
cators: the date-related and the distance-
related service indicators. Whichever 
message is to be output, it will appear on 
the display for about 5 seconds after the
pre-drive check has been performed. Both 
service indicators are initially set with the

BMW diagnostic tool after the break-in test.
One thing generally applies to both indica-
tors: Whenever a service is due, the indicator
will remain permanently illuminated after the
pre-drive check and the message “Service”
will be displayed on the LCD monitor.

Service Indicator

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
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Frame and Suspension

The new twins BMW F 800 GS and 
BMW F 650 GS couple exceptional agility
with impressive handling, both on- and 
off-road. This is achieved in part, by the
lightweight design of the torsionally rigid
steel tubular spaceframe with a weight of
approx. 13.5 kgs. This design is ‘service 
friendly’ and allows for the simple removal 
of the valve cover when valve measurement
is required. The extremely slim steering
head section; a first for the tubular space-
frame, was specifically developed by BMW. 
The arrangement of the four gusset plates
was selected in such a way that 75 percent
of the circumference of the four tubes that
are routed towards the steering head are
welded to the plates. Due to the continuous
weld seam over the tubes and gusset 
plates and along the steering head, a solid 
“enclosed” box section is created.

The advantage of this design is that the
gusset plates and frame tubes may be
welded to the steering head in one single
operation – with a continuous weld seam. 
A distinct improvement over conventional
frame designs. There is no need for indi-
vidual welding operations to be performed
between the tubes, which require a compli-
cated routing of the torch and may result 
in poor welds.

The narrow routing of the tubes allows 
for additional practical benefits: A steering
angle of 42 / 40 degrees (F 800 GS / 
F 650 GS) to each side, which was pre-
viously impossible to achieve for this 
attractive frame design.

Together with the engine, the frame is the
load-bearing element of the motorcycle. 
The cylinder head of the engine is bolted 
to the frame twice on each side.
Four additional mounting points form a
continuous swingarm axis and beneath 
the swingarm mounts, function as a fixed
bolted connection. The design of the rear
steel frame section, rigidly bolted to the
main frame in four points, allows for a low
seating position and a slim design of the 
rear end. The following specifications clearly
underline the broad area of utilisation 
of both models: The steering head angle 
of 63.8 / 64.5 degrees combined with a 
castor of 117 / 97 mm (4.6" / 3.8") and a
wheelbase in normal position of 1,573 mm / 
1,571 mm (61.93" / 61.85" – BMW 
F 800 GS / F 650 GS) provide a safe and 
stable ride in all conditions.

Frame
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The BMW F 650 GS, is equipped with a
telescopic fork with 41 mm (1.6") stan-
chions, whilst BMW F 800 GS features 
and upside-down fork of Marzocchi with
anodised aluminium stanchions and manga-
nese-alloyed steel tubes with a massive 
45 mm (1.8") stanchion diameter. The fork
legs of the USD fork are inversed in compar-
ison with a conventional telescopic fork
(upside-down), i.e. accommodate the front
axle in the fork tubes. The fork bridges
clamp the larger diameter outer tubes (fork
legs) and so increase the torsional rigidity of
the suspension. Since higher twisting forces

occur when riding on the dirt these forks are
excellently suited for off-road use. Neither
the rebound nor the compression of the
telescopic fork or of the upside-down fork
are adjustable. The suspension travel of the
F 650 GS is 180 mm (7.1"), that of the 
F 800 GS is 230 mm (9.1").

The handlebars are rubber-mounted on 
the upper fork bridge in two clamping
blocks, which isolate against vibrations.
Conical aluminium handlebars are used 
on the F 800 GS, cylindrical tubular steel 
handlebars on the F 650 GS.

Front Wheel Suspension

Conventional telescopic fork Upside-down fork
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Frame and Suspension

The wire wheels of the F 800 GS feature
dimensions typical for an Enduro. The front
tyre size is 90 / 90 – 21, mounted on a 
2.15 x 21" rim; the rear 150 / 70 – 17 tyre is
accommodated on a 4.25 x 17" rim. 

The cast aluminium wheels of the F 650 GS
feature the following dimensions: 
110 / 80 – 19 tyre on a 2.50 x 19" rim in front
and 140 / 80 – 17 on a 3.50 x 17" rim in the
rear.

Wheels

The BMW F 800 GS is equipped with an
integrated travel-dependent damping
system, the so-called WAD suspension
strut. BMW successfully introduced this
suspension system some time ago, a system
that distinctly enhances the suspension
safety performance as well as the ride com-
fort, particularly in extreme riding situations.
The suspension systems of a motorcycle
fulfil two essential tasks. On the one hand,
they are to respond very sensitively to loads
induced by uneven road surfaces or brake
applications and on the other, the damping
and suspension must respond correctly in
the case of hard acceleration. This for
instance, can occur in the case of extremely
uneven roads or when riding over major
bumps. When the suspension travel is
almost at its limits, ‘bottoming-out’ of the
suspension element is prevented with this
type of strut. The automotive and motor-
cycle designers refer to this as progressive
damping characteristics. The suspension

strut is manufactured by Sachs and its 
rebound is adjustable via an adjuster screw.
The spring preload may be adjusted via a
handwheel that is conveniently accessible
from the side. The overall suspension travel
of the F 800 GS is 215 mm (8.5") and 
45 mm (1.8") more than that of the BMW 
F 650 GS, which is equipped with a conven-
tional gas strut at the rear. The rear wheel 
of both models is secured in the cast alumi-
nium swingarm by means of a floating axle,
spacers, and two deep-groove ball bearings
with oil seals and circlips. A contoured 
sheet metal washer retains the hex nut on
the floating axle.

Rear Swinging Arm
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On account of its higher top speed, the front
wheel of the BMW F 800 GS is equipped
with dual floating discs and dual-piston
floating callipers. The front wheel braking
system of the BMW F 650 GS on the other
hand consists of a fixed single disc that also
features a dual-piston floating calliper. The
brake pads used on both models are made
of sintered metal. The diameter of the brake
discs is 300 mm (11.8") and they are 5 mm
(0.2") thick. For the deceleration of the rear
wheel, BMW implements a fixed brake disc
of 265 mm (10.4") diameter that is encom-
passed by a single-piston floating calliper
with organic brake pads.

The proven two-channel Bosch 8M ABS
system is available as an option. A pressure
modulator regulates the brake pressure 
within the optimum range as soon as the
wheel speed sensors provide information
indicating that a wheel is about to lock.
During this, the inlet valves are controlled 
in stages resulting in a shorter stopping
distance. In addition, only minor pulses will
be noticeable at the brake levers. At the
same time, the wheel speed sensors auto-
matically monitor their own air gap to the
sensor wheel, a major contribution to
increased safety. The ABS system may be
deactivated by a touch of the button for 
off-road use.

Brakes
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Body

Following similar lines to the last F 650 GS,
both new machines show their agility and
dynamism from the outside. As a design
strategy, the contours are retained but with
the focus on the future and the design
needs of the customer. The new BMW
models feature state-of-the-art aerody-
namically tuned contours which convey an
impression of sporty aggressiveness. The
BMW F 800 GS and the BMW F 650 GS
are both equipped with a compact wind-
shield made of Lexan. This material is char-
acterised by a high level of weather and
impact resistance and also by its visible 
lustre. The lower seating position in relation
to the upswept curved silhouette of the
motorcycles provides very good wind and
weather protection. For the lateral body
panels, polypropylene (PP) was purposefully
selected. This material supports the light-
weight philosophy of BMW, is flexible whilst
resistant to cracking and furthermore, fea-
tures good acoustic damping properties.

The lateral air outlets in the side panels of
the fuel tank are prominent features in com-
parison with previous models, directing the
onlooker’s attention to the cleverly posi-
tioned BMW logo on the lateral panels.

Small components, such as the front fairing
carrier, upper and lower seat mounting
brackets and latching mechanism, used for

securing the central fairing to the front end,
are exclusively manufactured of injection-
moulded polyamide with a 30 percent
fibreglass share. PA6 stands for high stability
and stiffness, while also featuring an excel-
lent resistance to chemicals. Altogether, this
system is geared towards ease of service
due to the modular layout of the fairing. The
overall concept provides impressive insights
into the latest state of the art of technology
where body panel design concerned.

The main visual difference between the two
Enduro models is the distinctly more power-
ful appearance of the F 800 GS due to its
greater upper body profile. 
The F 650 GS looks sleeker and more agile.
The smaller windshield, the position of the
BMW logo and the front mudguard are
different. The fairing as such is bolted
directly to the frame in only few positions,
basically forming a compact and stable unit
of its own. This in turn ensures that there are
fewer contact points for vibrations to be
transmitted. Another important aspect worth
mentioning is the fact that if the bike falls
over, there will be hardly any ground contact
of the fairing! A valuable point to consider!

Fairing
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The fuel tank unit consists of fuel pump with
lever sensor and warning contact switch,
fuel tank cap, vent hose, and a breather
system with roll-over valve. The fuel tank 
is positioned directly beneath the seat for 
an optimal centre of gravity. The cap of the 
16 litre fuel tank is mounted at an angle on
the right side of the motorcycle. The corro-
sion protection of the fuel tank’s outer skin
is resistant to any type of weather, since it 
is made of cross-linked polyethylene. In
order to ensure that no fuel leaks from the
breather should the bike fall over, a roll-over
valve is incorporated within the breather 
outlet. The fuel pump delivers fuel to the in-
jectors in accordance with the performance
demands made by the rider. The pump is
operated via the BMS-KP engine control
unit using a pulse width modulated frequen-
cy. Due to this, the system does not require
any return line and fuel warming (by return-
ing heated fuel to the tank) is reduced.

This energy-saving patented volume control
allows for a variation of the fuel pressure
over a broad range. At 90 and 120 km/h 
(55 / 75 mph), the fuel consumption of the
BMW F 800 GS is 3.8 and 5.2 litres respec-
tively and that of the BMW F 650 GS 3.7 
and 5.2 litres per 100 km.

A reduced seat height (- 30 mm / - 1.2") 
is available as an option and accessory for
both models. In addition, an inside length 
for the rider’s legs of 1,820 mm (71.7") for
the F 650 GS is similar to that of the single-
cylinder models, making this variant partic-
ularly suitable for shorter riders. The stan-
dard tool kit is accommodated beneath the
motorcycle’s seat and storage space is also
provided for the BMW first-aid kit. The seat
tray is equipped with an all-round foam
cushion to prevent any damaging of the seat
cover.

Fuel Tank and Seat



Colours and Equipment

Colours The additional black panels on the 
lateral covers and the “beak” supplement
the design of the BMW F 800 GS and
emphasise its masculine and powerful 
off-road character. The magnesium-coloured
anodised upside-down fork and the black
wire wheels accentuate these top-grade
Enduro components. At the time of market

launch, two colours will be available for this
model. The colour sunset yellow underlines
the contours that are typical for the GS
family by its contrasting effect with the large
black surfaces. The colour matt dark magne-
sium metallic in turn creates a martial,
rugged and at the same time technological
effect.

Matt dark magnesium metallic
Martial and technological effect

Sunset yellow / silky black
Emphasises the typical GS look

The new BMW F 650 GS looks distinctly
more modern and sporty than its prede-
cessor, while at the same time being friend-
lier and more accessible than its “big sister”.
The new colour concept essentially contrib-
utes to this: Here, the engine, frame and

swingarm are black. The silver cast alumin-
ium wheels in combination with the tele-
scopic fork make the F 650 GS look com-
pact and agile. The graphic trim is discreetly
positioned in the rear. Three different colour
variants are available:

BMW F 800 GS

Iceberg silver metallic 
modern and technological 

Azure blue metallic
powerful, sporty new shade of blue

Solid flaming red 
classically sporty

BMW F 650 GS

22 F 800 GS / F 650 GS
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In order to respond directly to the personali-
sation requests of our customers, BMW – 
as usual – offers a comprehensive range of
options (SA).

Additionally, an equally comprehensive
range of accessories (SZ) is available from
the dealer on site. Specific requirements and
desires may thus be met.

Option F 800 GS F 650 GS
ABS (may be deactivated) ✓ ✓

Trip computer ✓ ✓

VTA (accessory SZ) ✓ ✓

Centre stand (accessory SZ) ✓ ✓

Heated handlebar grips (accessory SZ) ✓ ✓

Low seat (accessory SZ) ✓ (850 mm) ✓ (790 mm)
White turn signals (accessory SZ) ✓ ✓

Power reduction to 25 kW (accessory SZ) – ✓

RDC – ✓

RON 91 ✓ (standard)
Lowering kit (w/o centre stand) – ✓ (765 mm)
Accessories (excerpt)
Luggage rack, small ✓ ✓

Adapter plate, large – for Vario topcase ✓ ✓

Vario topcase, black ✓ ✓

Pannier carrier for Vario panniers ✓ ✓

Vario panniers, black ✓ ✓

Inner bags for Vario panniers / topcase ✓ ✓

Back cushion for Vario topcase ✓ ✓

Tank bag, waterproof ✓ ✓

Sports soft bag, large / small ✓ ✓

BMW Motorrad Navigator and accessories ✓ ✓

Hand protection bars ✓ ✓

Protectors large /small for hand protection bars ✓ ✓

Add-on spoiler for large protector ✓ ✓

Sump guard, plastic (standard) ✓

Engine protection bars ✓ ✓

Windshield high (standard) ✓

Windshield low ✓ (standard)
Touring windshield ✓ –
High windshield, tinted ✓ ✓

Akrapovic sports silencer ✓ ✓

Wind deflector kit ✓ ✓

Service tool kit ✓ ✓

Enduro rear bag ✓ ✓

Rear splash guard extension ✓ ✓

Options (SA) and

Accessories (SZ)
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Specifications

F 800 GS F 650 GS F 650 GS 
25 kW / 34 bhp

Engine
Type water-cooled four-stroke twin with four valves

per cylinder actuated via cam followers, two
overhead camshafts and dry sump lubrication

Mounting position upright, cylinder inclined forward by 8.3°
Displacement 798 cc
Bore / stroke 82 / 75.6 mm * 3.23" / 2.98"
Bore / stroke ratio 0,92
Horsepower output 63 / 85 52 / 71 25 / 34 

kW / bhp kW / bhp kW / bhp
@ engine speed 7,500 rpm 7,000 rpm 5,000 rpm
max. torque rating 83 Nm / 75 Nm / 57 Nm /

61 ft.lbs. 55 ft.lbs. 42 ft.lbs.
@ engine speed 5,750 rpm 4,500 rpm 3,000 rpm
Idle speed 1,250 rpm +/- 50
Number of cylinders 2
Compression ratio / 12 : 1 12 : 1
fuel type premium regular 

unleaded unleaded
(95 RON) (91 RON)

Valves / valvetrain DOHC (Double Overhead Camshaft)
Valves per cylinder 4
dia. intake / exhaust valve 32 / 27.5 mm * 1.26 / 1.08"
dia. intake / exhaust valve stem 5 / 5 mm / 0.2 / 0.2" 
IN / EX valve angle to cylinder axis 10° / 11°
Intake valve lash 0.18 – 0.26 mm * 0.007 – 0.011"
Exhaust valve lash 0.27 – 0.35 mm * 0.011 – 0.014"
Valve actuation cam followers
Valve lash adjustment hemispheres, stepped
Valve lift IN: 9.64 mm /  IN: 7.2 mm / 

0.38" 0.28"
EX: 9.64 mm /  EX: 7.2 mm /  
0.38" 0.28"

Valve timing, measured with zero valve IN opens 14° IN opens 28° 
lash at 3 mm / 0.12" valve lift after TDC after TDC

IN closes 18° IN closes 4° 
after BDC after BDC
EX opens 18 EX opens 4° 
before BDC before BDC
EX closes 14° EX closes 38° 
before TDC before TDC

Camshaft drive toothed chain
Cam spread IN: 106° / EX: 106°
Throttle valve dia. 46 mm / 1.8"
Fuel preparation electronic manifold injection, 

BMS-KP engine management



F 800 GS F 650 GS F 650 GS 
25 kW / 34 bhp

Spark plug type NGK DCPR 8 E
Ignition coil type 2 x pencil-type
Fuel injection system operating pressure 3.5 +/- 0.2 bar
Engine cooling system / capacity water-cooling

1.6 l + 0.15 l 1.5 l + 0.15 l
Thermostat opens at 85 °C
Fan cuts in at 105 °C
Coolant warning lamp switches ON at 115.5 °C
Radiator pressure relief valve opens at 1.2 + 0.2 bar
Engine lubrication dry sump lubrication via oil pump
Oil pump 2 trochoidal pumps
Theoretical circulation capacity pressure pump 30 l / min at max. engine 

speed
Engine oil capacity incl. filter change 3 l
Oil circuit operating pressure 4.5 +/- 1 bar
Electrical system
Alternator type alternator with permanent magnet excitation, 

on crankshaft stub
Alternator nominal rating 400 W @ 14 V
Battery 12 V / 14 Ah
Headlamps 55 W (low / high beam) 

5 W (parking lamp), LED (stop / tail lamp)
Starter type electric motor with permanent magnet

excitation drives the crankshaft via a
reduction gear and sprag-type clutch

Starter 0.9 kW
Power transmission / Gearbox
Clutch oil-immersed multi-plate clutch, 

mechanical actuation
Clutch outer dia. 170 mm / 6.7"
Number of friction discs 9
Gearbox dog-type constant-mesh countershaft 6-

speed gearbox, integrated into the crankcase
Primary transmission ratio 35 / 68 = 1 : 1,943
Gear ratios I 13 / 32 = 1 : 2.462

II 16 / 28 = 1 : 1.750 
III 21 / 29 = 1 : 1.381
IV 23 / 27 = 1 : 1.174
V 24 / 25 = 1 : 1.042 
VI 25 / 24 = 1 : 0.960 

Final drive Chain drive with torque cushion in rear hub,
116 links

Transmission ratio 1 : 2.625 1 : 2.412 
(16 / 42) (17 / 41)

25SPECIFICATIONS
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Specifications

F 800 GS F 650 GS F 650 GS 
25 kW / 34 bhp

Chassis and suspension
Frame type bridge-type tubular spaceframe, 

engine load-bearing
Front wheel suspension Upside-down telescopic 

fork, 45 mm fork, 41 mm 
stanchion dia. stanchion dia.

total fork oil capacity 1.53 l 1.06 l
Rear wheel suspension Cast one-piece aluminium dual-lever 

swingarm
Negative / positive split front 80 / 150 mm 70 / 110 mm

3.1 / 5.9" 2.8 / 4.3"
rear 70 / 145 mm 70 / 100 mm

2.8 / 5.7" 2.8 / 3.9"
Castor at DIN empty weight 117 mm / 4.6" 92 mm / 3.6"
Wheelbase in DIN empty position 1,578 mm / 1,575 mm / 

62.13" 62.00"
Steering head angle in DIN empty position 63.8° 64.5°
Brakes: front dual floating Single fixed 

disc brakes disc brake 
dia. 300 mm / dia. 300 mm / 
11.8" 11.8" 

rear single fixed disc brake dia. 265 mm / 10.4"
Antilock braking system ABS Bosch-Nippon 8M 2-channel
Calliper / brake pad type front dual-piston fixed callipers / sintered metal

single-piston floating calliper / organic 
Wheels wire wheels cast 

with alumin- aluminium 
ium hub wheels

front 2.15 – 21 2,50 – 19
rear 4.25 – 17 3,50 – 17

Tyres front 90 / 90 – 21 110 / 80 – R 19
54 V 59 V

rear 150 / 70 – R 17 140 / 80 – R17
69 V 69 V

Weights and dimensions
Overall length 2,320 mm / 2,280 mm / 

91.34" 89.76"
Overall width incl. mirrors 945 mm / 890 mm / 

37.20" 35.04"
Overall width w/o mirrors 870 mm / 845 mm /

34.25" 33.26"
Seat height 880 mm / 820 mm /

34.65" 32.28"
(option 850) (option 790)

Dry weight 185 kg / 179 kg 
496 lbs (GB) 480 lbs (GB)



F 800 GS F 650 GS F 650 GS 
25 kW / 34 bhp

DIN empty weight, operational 207 kg / 199 kg /
555 lbs (GB) 533 lbs (GB)

GVWR 443 kg / 436 kg /
1,186 lbs (GB) 1,168 lbs (GB)

Fuel tank capacity 16.0 litres / 3.5 gallons GB
Performance data
Fuel consumption
90 km/h * 56 mph 3.8 l / 100 km* 3.7 l / 100 km*

approx. approx.  
60 mpg 63 mpg

120 km/h * 75 mph 5.2 l / 100 km* 5,2 l / 100 km*
approx. 46 approx. 46 
mpg mpg

Acceleration 0 – 100 km/h / 62 mph 4.1 sec. 4.3 sec.
Top speed 200 km/h 189 km/h 145 km/h

125 mph plus 117 mph 90 mph
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